Objective: To reconstruct the instantaneous secretion rate (ISR) of LH and FSH after GnRH administration in normal volunteers using non-parametric deconvolution, and to derive a direct integration formula to evaluate the amount of LH and FSH secreted during the first 60 min after the stimulus. Design and methods: First, the deconvolution method was validated in vivo by reconstructing doses ranging from 7.5 IU to 75 IU injected in three healthy adult volunteers whose endogenous LH had previously been downregulated by pretreating them, 3-4 weeks earlier, with 3.75 mg GnRH agonist i.m. Then, 40 healthy adult male volunteers were tested with a single 100 mg GnRH bolus, administered at 0 min. LH and FSH concentrations were determined at ¹30, 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, and 120 min.
Introduction
The responsiveness of the hypophysis to a gonadotropinreleasing hormone (GnRH) stimulus is usually assessed by collecting samples for serum luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) determinations over the ensuing hours. The analysis of such response-to-stimuli (RTS) data poses some unsolved problems, in that the serum concentration profile reflects only indirectly the secretory activity elicited by the stimulus. In fact, because of clearance effects, at each instant in time, the serum concentration depends on all the glandular secretory activity that occurred beforehand. As a consequence, a greater peak value of the concentration does not necessarily correspond to a greater response in terms of released hormone. Also the incremental area under the curve (AUC) is not a reliable index of responsiveness, because the usual sampling procedures (lasting about 2 h) do not capture the full descending limb of the LH and FSH responses. This implies that the incremental AUC is not proportional to the amount of released hormone. Moreover, the final part of the concentration profile may be affected also by spontaneous secretion pulses, which could further bias the AUC. In addition, secretory responses of two hormones with dissimilar half-lives (e.g. LH and FSH) cannot be compared directly by AUC after a single relevant stimulus (GnRH), because of the strong bias introduced by the half-life differences.
A possible way to overcome the above problems is to reconstruct the instantaneous secretion rate (ISR) of the hypophysis, using the serum hormone concentration profile and a notion of the hormone kinetics. This is a so-called 'inverse problem', in which, given the observed effects (the serum LH or FSH concentrations), a mathematical algorithm is used to back-calculate the cause (the LH or FSH glandular ISR). As the direct formula to compute the serum concentration from the ISR is a convolution integral, the process of recovering the ISR from the observations is called deconvolution. In the past decade, deconvolution analysis of hormone data has been the subject of several studies (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . However, some of the parametric and discrete deconvolution techniques proposed in the literature were developed for the analysis of spontaneous secretion data and are not optimal to deal with the analysis of RTS data, for example those obtained in GnRH tests. In fact, because the shape of the ISR profile is unknown, it may not be desirable to adopt parametric methods, which require explicit assumptions about the mathematical waveform of the secretory profile. Likewise, approximating the ISR as a constant in between the sampling instants, as is done in discrete deconvolution, is unsatisfactory when the sampling intervals are infrequent (6) . Thus several waveform-independent approaches have been proposed (5) .
More recently, the introduction of non-parametric deconvolution algorithms (5-8) has made it possible to obtain smooth non-negative estimates of the ISR in RTS experiments, without introducing assumptions as to shape. So far, the application of these techniques to RTS data has been limited to the analysis of growth hormone (GH) responses to single and repeated GH-releasing stimuli (8) . The purpose of this study was to provide an 'in vivo' validation of the non-parametric deconvolution method and then investigate its applicability to the assessment of LH and FSH responses after GnRH stimuli. A major difference with respect to GH experiments is the longer half-life of LH and especially FSH (about 10 min for GH, 30 min for LH and 200 min for FSH). Therefore, as distinguished from GH data, for which the shape of the ISR closely resembles the serum GH concentration profile, the LH and FSH concentration responses are expected to be much more prolonged than the underlying ISR pulses.
Methods

Participants
Forty healthy adult male volunteers (age range: 22-37 years) were admitted to the study; all were of normal height and weight. The procedure was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Italian Institute for Auxology, Milan; informed consent was obtained in all cases.
The volunteers were tested with a single 100 mg GnRH bolus (LHRH; Ferring, Kiel, Germany), administered at 0 min; LH and FSH concentrations were determined at ¹30, 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, and 120 min. All tests started between 0800 h and 0830 h, after the individual had fasted overnight.
Serum LH and FSH concentrations were measured using commercial RIA kits (Ciba Corning Diagnostics, Walpole, USA); the sensitivity of the method was 0.07 and 0.3 IU/l for LH and FSH respectively. The total coefficients of variation (CV) were 6. In order to perform an 'in vivo' validation of the deconvolution method used to analyse the previous data, three healthy male volunteers (weights: 86 kg, 68 kg, 86 kg), recruited at the Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism of the University of Virginia, were injected with leuprolide acetate 3.75 mg i.m., and 21-28 days later underwent blood sampling at 10-min intervals beginning at 0800 h. After the first blood sample was obtained, human recombinant LH (Serono Laboratories, Norwall, MA, USA) was infused over 1 or 8 min i.v. every 2 h in the dose concerned, in order to emulate pulsatile hormone production. Five experiments were carried out on separate mornings with the same procedure but different doses, namely 7.5, 15, 30, 50 and 75 IU. The doses were given as 1-min infusions to the first volunteer in the first three experiments, each of which lasted 8 h, corresponding to four artificial pulses. Conversely, 8-min infusions were adopted in the other two experiments, each of which lasted 16 h, corresponding to eight artificial pulses. Serum was later assayed for LH content by twosite immunoradiometric assay, as described previously (9) .
Deconvolution analysis
The plasma LH concentration (c) (IU/l) has been described using the following convolution integral . These are population parameters estimated in a previous study (10) by fitting the two-exponential model to the plasma disappearance profiles observed after bolus i.v. injection of 35 mg LH. As for FSH, the same biexponential model has been adopted, with a ¼ 0.52, a ¼ 0.0068 min ¹1 and b ¼ 0.0014 min ¹1 . Again, these are population parameters estimated in a previous study (11) by fitting the two-exponential model to the plasma disappearance profiles observed after bolus i.v. injection of FSH (250 IU). With regard to the applicability of these parameters to the present data, note that the disappearance profiles in the earlier studies (10, 11) have the same order of magnitude as the responses analysed in the present study (compare, for instance In the analysis, only measured (noisy) values of plasma concentration y k (IU/l), k ¼ 1, …, n, are available:
where v k denotes additive (uncorrelated) zero-mean noise with concentration-dependent variance.
For LH data, the error model 
The mathematical and statistical foundations of the non-parametric deconvolution method used in this paper have been thoroughly discussed (7) and its use for the estimation of the GH secretory rate from RTS data has been illustrated previously (8) . For the sake of consistency, a concise description of the basic principles is now reported. Non-parametric deconvolution allows us to reconstruct the continuous-time function s(t) from discrete and noisy samples of hormone concentration, without introducing arbitrary assumptions ('prejudices') on the shape of the ISR. According to the Phillips-Tikhonov regularization method (12, 13), we introduce the score function:
This function is the sum of a weighted least-squares fit plus a 'smoothness' penalty given by the integral of the squared derivative of s(t), which is large if s(t) is 'irregular' (i.e. wiggly). The balance between the two terms is controlled by the positive real number g, the socalled regularization parameter, the optimal value of which is found via the maximum likelihood principle. The idea is that a 'good' estimate s(t) should yield a small value of the score function J(s). In particular, the best ISR profile s(t) is the one that yields the minimum possible value for J(s) (it can be shown that such a profile is unique). Note that it would not be possible to consider least squares minimization alone, because there are infinitely many ISR profiles s(t) that annihilate the sum of squared residuals. Once g has been estimated, a non-negative solution s(t) is obtained by minimizing J(s) using a constrained conjugate gradient method that forces the solution s(t) to be non-negative.
To allow for the sudden change of slope that occurs in the ISR in correspondence with the GnRH stimulus, a slightly modified version of the regularization method (initially proposed and validated on GH data (8)) has been adopted.
Although an explicit formula for computing the confidence interval is available, it relies on the assumption that the model of the hormone kinetics is perfectly known, which does not apply when, as in the present study, population kinetic estimates are used. Then, more realistic confidence intervals, allowing for both measurement errors and model uncertainty, are obtained by resorting to a Monte Carlo procedure (7) . The data and clearance parameters are randomly perturbed in order to emulate measurement and inter-volunteer variability. By solving several perturbed deconvolution problems, one obtains a set of perturbed solutions, the distribution of which reflects the variability of the estimates. In the present study, 200 Monte Carlo runs were performed for each volunteer, to compute asymmetric confidence intervals. As the ISR is a continuous function of time, the use of upper and lower limits representing pointwise error bars is not completely satisfactory. To visualize better how uncertainty is distributed over the whole ISR profile, a number of estimates (say 10) are extracted from the 200 estimated ISRs and are jointly plotted in the same graph. When the Monte Carlo runs were performed for FSH, the parameters a, a and b each had the same CV as the corresponding parameter for LH, namely 28%, 31.01%; and 19.51%.
A direct integration formula for secretion assessment
If one is interested in assessing the responsiveness of LH (or FSH) to a GnRH stimulus at time 0 min, an appropriate index is given by the amount H (IU/l) of hormone secreted (per volume) over the time interval [0, L] (e.g. L ¼ 60 min). Such an amount is simply the AUC of the ISR, which can be evaluated as:
whereŝ(t) is the ISR estimated by deconvolution. Now, we introduce an approximation by zeroing the regularization parameter and neglecting non-negativity and discontinuities. Then, an explicit formula is available that givesŝ(t) as a linear function of the concentration data (6) . By inserting this formula into equation [3] , after some computations (see Appendix), we obtain the following approximate integration formula for calculating H, without the need explicitly to perform deconvolution: 
Simulated secretion data
To validate the deconvolution technique mathematically, two simulated benchmark problems were devised. An artificial ISR signal, which reproduced the (likely) secretory response to a GnRH stimulus at time 0, was defined as:
The parameters a, a and b for LH and FSH were assumed to be as previously reported.
Computing the convolution of the impulse response with the artificial ISR signal, a simulated LH concentration profile and a simulated FSH peak were obtained. Observations of the output y(t) were assumed to be available at times ¹30, 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 120 min. In order to simulate measurement errors, artificial noise, having the same concentration-dependent variance as reported above for the deconvolution analysis, was added to the concentration samples. (The serum LH concentration profiles and its ISR are shown later, in Fig. 2.) To simulate imperfect knowledge of the kinetic model, deconvolution was performed using the nominal parameters:
that were different from the ones used to produce the observations.
Results
In vivo validation of deconvolution
The data from the five validation experiments underwent non-parametric deconvolution in order to estimate the corresponding ISR. Inspection of both the original data and the estimated ISR profiles revealed that spontaneous secretion, though downregulated, was not completely absent. Then, in order to isolate the injected doses from spontaneously secreted hormone, the ISR was integrated over intervals ranging from 10 min before the beginning of infusions to 30 min after. An estimate of the injected dose was then obtained by multiplying the integrated ISR by the plasma volume. The plasma volume was estimated as 7% body weight. In Fig. 1 , the injected doses are plotted against the doses reconstructed by deconvolution (average values). In the ideal case, the points should lie on the diagonal, although, in practice, this can hold only approximately, because of the effect of measurement errors, kinetic parameter uncertainty and uncertainty in the determination of the blood volume. Given all these sources of errors, non-parametric deconvolution reconstructs the true doses very satisfactorily.
Analysis of simulated data
The LH ISR of the benchmark problem estimated by means of regularized non-parametric deconvolution (with discontinuity of the first derivative at time 0 min) is shown in Fig. 2A . The root-mean-square (RMS) error between the true and the estimated ISR was 0.1263 IU/ (l min), which is less than 10% of the peak value. Given that only eight samples are available, the accuracy of the estimate is rather good. By reconvolving the estimated ISR, an estimate of the serum LH concentration profile was obtained (Fig. 2B) . Note the different shape of the serum profile and the ISR: although the concentration data capture only the first part of a long and skewed pulse, the deconvolved secretion estimate recovers the original shorter ISR pulse. Figure 2C shows 10 ISR profiles taken from the 200 profiles computed in the Monte Carlo analysis (see Methods). This kind of plot provides a more faithful representation of the actual variability of the estimated ISR compared with pointwise confidence limits.
Deconvolution of the simulated FSH data was also performed. The RMS error between the true and the estimated ISR was 0.0211 IU/(l min). Again, this is about 
Analysis of experimental data
Non-parametric deconvolution analysis was applied to the experimental LH and FSH data (GnRH bolus at 0 min). The results in a representative case (volunteer 3) are depicted in Fig. 2 The GnRH injection caused a clear increase in serum LH and FSH concentrations in all volunteers. The application of deconvolution showed an increase also in the estimated ISR. Because of the clearance effect, 120 min post-stimulus was an insufficient time-frame in which to observe the complete decay of the serum concentration pulse, and only the first part of the typical peaked profile was visible. However, although the serum hormone concentration had not returned to baseline values at time 120 min, deconvolution analysis showed the complete transient of the ISR response which, after a distinct peak, in most cases decreased towards normal values within about 60 min of the stimulus. This suggests that it may be possible to assess the LH and FSH response using samples collected for only 60 min after GnRH. To test this possibility, the samples at time 90 and 120 min were discarded, and deconvolution performed using only the remaining six samples at times ¹30, 0, 15, 30, 45, 60 min. Then, the cumulated ISRs over 0-60 min were compared in the two cases (using six and eight samples); as depicted in Fig. 5 , the difference is negligible. The abscissae of the 40 plotted points in Fig. 5A represent the values of the estimated cumulative secretion of LH over 1 h (range 15-157 U/l; average 51 Ϯ 28 U/l (mean Ϯ S.D.)). Conversely, the abscissae of the 40 plotted points in Fig. 5B represent the values of the estimated cumulative secretion of FSH over 1 h (range 0.6-19.6 U/l; average 7.8 Ϯ 4.6 U/l (mean Ϯ S.D.)).
The amount of hormone secreted over 0-60 min was also evaluated using the direct integration formula (eq. [4] ). The comparison with the values obtained from the deconvolved ISR is summarized in Fig. 5C and D. The eight-sample integration formula yields very accurate results. Inspection of the weightings used in the integration formula (Table 1) confirms that, when secretion over 0-60 min is assessed, the concentration samples at t 7 ¼ 90 min and t 8 ¼ 120 min have marginal effects. In fact, the coefficients v 7 and v 8 are close to 0 for both LH and FSH. Moreover, for FSH the solution to the equation depends almost entirely on the samples at times t 2 ¼ 0 and t 6 ¼ 60 (except for v 2 and v 6 , all the other coefficients v j are small). This is not surprising as, because of the very long half-life of FSH, the serum FSH concentration is about equal to the integral of the FSH ISR. Hence, the integral of the ISR over 0-60 min (eq. [3] ) is approximately equal to the difference between the serum concentrations at times 60 and 0 min -that is v 2 Х ¹1; v 6 Х 1; v j ¼ 0; j 2; j 6 (see equation [4] ). In fact, the two-sample formula for FSH based on two samples at time 0 and 60 min (v 1 ¼ ¹0.9281 and v 2 ¼ 1:1402) gives fully satisfactory results (data not shown).
Discussion
In the past decade, the use of deconvolution analysis in the investigation of hormone data has been the object of several studies. Different approaches have been implemented ranging from discrete deconvolution (1, 2, 4, 14, 15) , to parametric (3, 16) and non-parametric deconvolution, (5) (6) (7) (8) 17) . As discussed earlier (8), the non-parametric approach is particularly well suited to the analysis of RTS (response-to-stimuli) hormone data.
In the absence of an established mathematical model of the ISR profile allowing for the type and size of the stimulus response, it may be useful to apply a method that does not introduce undue assumptions about the secretory pattern. The only assumption underlying non-parametric deconvolution concerns the 'smoothness' of the ISR. In this respect, a regularization parameter that controls the balance between smoothness and fit to data can be adjusted by means of an objective statistical criterion, such as the maximum likelihood method.
The use of non-parametric deconvolution in the analysis of RTS data is a recent innovation. GH responses to GH-releasing stimuli have been studied in this way (6, 8) , and we have now applied the same methodology to the analysis of LH and FSH responses to GnRH stimuli. Although previous studies validated the non-parametric deconvolution algorithm through computer-simulated experiments, they did not address the issue of in vivo validation. In the present study, the deconvolution algorithm was validated by using it for reconstructing the doses injected in healthy volunteers whose LH secretion had been suitably downregulated. The very good agreement, over a 10-fold range, between the true doses and the reconstructed values provides a convincing in vivo validation of non-parametric deconvolution that was not available before.
Concerning the RTS data, a first notable result is that, although GH, LH and FSH exhibited different serum concentration profiles, their ISR profile was qualitatively the same: a primary secretory pulse started just after the stimulus and lasted about 60 min. This means that these hormones are secreted in much the same way by the pituitary gland, and that the apparent differences in serum concentration profiles are explained only by the different half-lives, GH having the shortest and FSH the longest among the three hormones (about 10 min for GH, 30 min for LH and 200 min for FSH). This was also an inference from an earlier waveform-independent methodology, when applied to spontaneous 24-h pulse profiles of GH, LH, FSH, prolactin, ACTH, b-endorphin and TSH (18) .
The results of the present study are of immediate importance in assessing the responsiveness of the pituitary gland to GnRH stimuli. In general, two approaches are possible. The first is to consider the peak value of the serum concentration profile. However, a peak-based assessment may be unsatisfactory for the following reasons: (i) it is based on a single sample; (ii) as a rule, the true peak does not coincide with the arbitrary moment(s) of sampling; (iii) it does not directly evaluate the amount of hormone secreted by the gland. Alternatively, one can resort to a measure of integral type, such as the incremental AUC, which takes into account the entire serum concentration profile (see, for example, (19) ). However, this second approach is viable only for hormones having relatively short half-lives, such as GH and ACTH. In fact, the incremental AUC is roughly proportional to the glandular secretory response, measured in terms of released hormone, only if: (i) the sampling schedule covers the complete descending limb of the serum concentration response; (ii) no spontaneous secretion pulse occurs concomitantly. When hormones with relatively long half-lives, such as LH and FSH, are being considered, these conditions cannot be satisfied, because 120 min is an insufficient period in which to capture the complete descending limb (e.g. slow components of LH and FSH removal are 90 and 500 min, approximately). Conversely, the use of a longer sampling schedule not only would be more expensive, but would also increase the probability of occurrence of spontaneous pulses.
The present study has demonstrated that deconvolution analysis with literature-based hormone half-life values makes it possible to assess the entire amount of released LH (or FSH) without the need to observe the complete descending limb of the concentration peak.
Deconvolution can provide this information because it reconstructs the time profile of the ISR using the serum concentration samples and a model of the hormone kinetics (summarized by the clearance parameters, e.g. of a biexponential form) (20) . As the results show that, in normal individuals, most of the gonadotrophin secretory response of the pituitary gland occurs within 60 min after the GnRH stimulus, it is sensible to use the amount of hormone secreted in such a time interval as an inferential measure of glandular responsiveness to GnRH.
Although the proposed deconvolution algorithm is computationally efficient, an ad hoc computer program is needed to perform the involved calculations. Therefore, a simple and direct integration formula for the responsiveness index has been devised. The equation is simply a linear combination of the serum concentration values assigned suitable weightings, which can be tabulated once for all, and which depend on the clearance parameters of the specific hormone and the sampling schedule. A comparison with the estimates obtained by deconvolution shows that the direct integration formula is very reliable.
Inspection of the weightings of the direct integration formula reveals that the contribution of the samples at 90 and 120 min is negligible in normal individuals. Therefore, as far as the estimation of the cumulative secretory response between 0 and 60 min is concerned, the last two samples can be omitted, and the duration of the experiment reduced. This confirms what had already been observed in the context of GH responses to stimuli (8) . By use of the direct integration formula, it is even possible to obtain a fairly accurate evaluation of the amount of secreted FSH within 60 min of the stimulus using only two serum FSH concentrations, at time 0 and 60 min.
It could seem that the availability of the direct equation makes deconvolution superfluous. In reality, deconvolution analysis remains informative, as it evaluates not only the amount of secreted hormone, but also the mode of secretion -for example the shape and duration of the secretory spike. Hence, deconvolution analysis offers a powerful (non-invasive) method to inspect (pituitary) secretory mechanisms in various pathophysiological conditions. In this respect, the available results show that, in exogenously stimulated normal individuals, different hormones such a GH, LH and FSH are secreted according to a common qualitative pattern.
In the present study, deconvolution analysis has been carried out using population values of the LH and FSH kinetic parameters. This introduces a further source of uncertainty, in addition to the measurement errors affecting the serum concentration data. Both sources have been taken into account in the computation of the confidence intervals by means of a Monte Carlo procedure. This procedure generates randomly perturbed problems, the solutions to which are used statistically to assess the desired error bars. Although the availability of patient-specific kinetic parameters In order to derive a simple and direct formula, two approximations are necessary. First, instead of using the modified score function that allows for discontinuity at time 0 min (8), the standard score function (eq. [2] ) is introduced. Second, it is assumed that the regularization parameter provided by the maximum likelihood criterion is close to 0 (which, in the present problem, was confirmed by experience). When g tends to 0, minimizing J(s) given in equation [2] 
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0 , and G is a suitable n × N matrix. Note that M must be sufficiently large to allow for border effects, the integer N is such that t n ¼ (N¹M)T, and the N × N matrix V ¼ SS 0 is defined as: 
